MONCLER GRENOBLE FW 16-17
Moncler Grenoble Fall/Winter 2016-17 Men and Women will be presented in New York on February 13 with a thrilling and manyfaceted choreographic performance which intertwines dance with active sport in the vast central plaza of Lincoln Center. Once again,
the choice of this American city and such a symbolic location is due to a vision which combines a precise concept of outstanding
technicality and the sporting roots of Moncler, with settings in powerful and emblematic locations, like energy hubs or tireless hothouses
of culture and metropolitan moods.
The presentation, dedicated to movement and team spirit, is based around a collective sport action like the choreographies that often
open American college sporting events. With a unanimous and geometric rhythmic pace, a group of eighty athletes, 40 guys and 40 girls,
descend onto the field with a synchronised movement and a flawless harmony which results from exhaustive practice and perseverance.
It is a result which can only be achieved with profound dedication and a common goal shared by all those involved, down to the tiniest
detail. It is almost a declaration of intent, a medium message which also sets out to showcase the novelties for the coming winter season
which have reinterpreted the Moncler Grenoble collection, the imprinting of which is traditionally technical and ski-oriented.
The purely sporting vocation of Moncler Grenoble, as its name itself suggests, is inspired by the origins of the brand in the homonymous
capital of the Isère region. With effect from the next season, it will evolve into three different segments:
High Performance. Skiwear garments constructed with pure mountain technicality with clear-cut roots in the world of skiing, making
them suitable even for skiing on the most challenging summits. Performance is the keyword around which Moncler Grenoble constructs
top-of-the-range skiwear where the research always revolves around practicality. Each garment is designed to withstand the very
harshest weather conditions. An internal label outlines the high performance standard.
Performance & Style. A more accentuated and versatile combination of technical vocation and modulated style. A masculine and
feminine collection in which technical features merge and juxtapose themselves with style, moulding them as they go. Garments of
clear-cut heritage inspiration, in keeping with the spirit of Moncler Grenoble, are at the same time state-of-the-art.
Aprés Ski. A proposal with a distinctly formal elegance which teams mountain and city, harmonising both in the process. Garments for
wearing in the harshest climates and in situations that go beyond sport, ideal for leisure on the ski slopes as well as urban environments.
Considerable innovations have been introduced. There has been a distinct move towards greater lightness, which is viewed as a byword
for true luxury. Slimmer silhouettes sculpt and outline the body. Lighter down does not mean foregoing the same level of insulation,
thanks to further research which has made this transformation, powered by skiing and mountaineering, possible.
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For women there is a bouquet of lacquer-effect embroidered textures and sophisticated waxed jackets which team different materials
together for all-new combinations which are anything but clichéd. One such is the quilted bias-cut jacket made using fleece and a
wax-finish fabric.
The Moncler Grenoble man, inspired by the stars of ‘60s films shot on the snow such as the ultra-British James Bond of George Lazenby
in “007 On her Majesty’s Secret Service” filmed in 1969, combines clean silhouettes with an organic approach. It sees stretch elastic
fabrics, reinvented and emblazoned with a new level of comfort and a performance standard which is always absolute.
For the first time, a range of garments for Snowboarding is also being introduced. This sees larger proportions and a snug-fit hood which
covers the protective helmet to perfection.
The entire collection veers towards a DNA which has now been reinvented in keeping with a dynamic and modern code. It revolves around
accented graphic elements, often two-tone, macro dogtooth check and a range of embossed effects which are three-dimensional and
quilted. Archive research has overlapped with the alchemy of a technologically cutting-edge frontier. Tartans in warm, deep shades
with all the appeal of days gone by play a starring role, but are heat-sealed and rendered completely waterproof by Moncler’s ateliers.

Moncler was founded at Monestier-de-Clermont, Grenoble, France, in 1952 and is currently headquartered
in Italy. Over the years the brand has combined style with constant technological research assisted by experts
in activities linked to the world of the mountain. The Moncler outerwear collections marry the extreme demands
of nature with those of city life. In 2003 Remo Ruffini took over the company, of which he is currently Chairman
and CEO. Moncler manufactures and directly distributes the Moncler clothing and accessories collections Moncler
Gamme Rouge, Moncler Gamme Bleu, Moncler Grenoble and Moncler Enfant through its boutiques and in exclusive
international department stores and multi-brand outlets.
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